
Level: Basic (A-Level) 

Lesson 3. Verbs and prepositions (Basic, A1 Level) 1 

Practice 1 

Instructions. Based on this lesson, fill in the blanks with the correct preposition. In one or more 
sentences, you do not need to use a preposition. 

When you are done, see “Answer Key” to check your answers. 

1. I’m very tired. It’s difficult to focus _______________ my work. 

2. We need to work on this first. Do you agree _______________ me _______________ that? 

3. Can you explain this word _______________ me? 

4. Who are you waiting _______________? Are you waiting _______________ the teacher to arrive? 

5. You can’t spend all your money _______________ new clothes. You need money for food! 

6. I’m going to add my name _______________ the list. I hope _______________ they choose my name. 

7. This restaurant is going to add vegan food _______________ their menu. 

8. I’d like to thank you _______________ everything. 

9. Do we agree _______________ to have the meeting at 9 o’clock? 

10. I hope _______________ to improve my pronunciation in this course. 

11. Joe spends _______________ his weekends playing soccer. 

12. My friends agree _______________ my decision to move to Germany for work. 
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Answer Key 

1. I’m very tired. It’s difficult to focus on my work. 

2. We need to work on this first. Do you agree with me on that? 

3. Can you explain this word to me? 

4. Who are you waiting for? Are you waiting for the teacher to arrive? 

5. You can’t spend all your money on new clothes. You need money for food! 

6. I’m going to add my name to the list. I hope they choose my name. 
(no preposition after “choose”) 

7. This restaurant is going to add vegan food to their menu. 

8. I’d like to thank you for everything. 

9. Do we agree to have the meeting at 9 o’clock? 
(no preposition after “agree.”) 

10. I hope to improve my pronunciation in this course. 
(no preposition after “hope”) 

11. Joe spends his weekends playing soccer. 
(no preposition after “spends”) 

12. My friends agree with my decision to move to Germany for work. 
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